
A Message from the QPAT President 

In 2016, I participated in my first Canadian Teachers’ 

Federation Women’s Symposium which took place in Winnipeg, 

Manitoba, and the event was entitled Social Justice Education at 

the Heart of Women’s Rights. I attended a workshop lead by 

Dr. Alex Wilson, a Neyonawak Inniniwak from the Opaskwayak 

Cree Nation and a professor with the Department of Educational 

Foundations and the Academic Director of the Aboriginal 

Education Research Centre at the University of 

Saskatchewan. She was leading a workshop on the history of 

oppression of indigenous peoples and reconciliation. 

I remember feeling quite uncomfortable, as we progressed through the workshop; I was thrown into 

the realization that my ancestors were the cause of indigenous persecution. During the 15-minute 

break, I ran into another participant in the washroom and by way of conversation I admitted my 

feelings of unease. “Oh”, she said, “Just go and talk to Alex. She’s cool and would definitely love to 

hear about how you feel.” 

So that’s what I did, I walked up to Alex before the end of the break and said, “I have to say, I feel 

really uncomfortable standing here as a white, blond, blue-eyed privileged woman.” Alex, who is 

pretty big in stature, looked down at me and replied, “Good!” I was shocked and speechless, which is 

unusual for me, but I realised for the first time that I needed to feel uncomfortable to learn and 

understand the true nature of racism. It was the perfect response from a woman who had lived the 

effects of discrimination and racism firsthand. 

On May 25th, George Floyd was brutally murdered in Minneapolis in broad daylight by police. I keep 

seeing this violent image over and over in my mind and cannot believe that any human being is 

possibly capable of this inhumane act. This was one of a long list of murders and acts of violence 

toward Black community members at the hands of law enforcement. Floyd’s death was the catalyst 

which provoked a large number of citizens to take to the streets to protest the ongoing violence 

against Black lives.  

As President, and the voice of the Quebec Provincial Association of Quebec, I stand in solidarity with 

those that denounce the violence we have all witnessed against Black community members. 

On June 1st, when Premier Legault announced publicly that in Quebec there is no systemic racism, I 

strongly questioned the CAQ government and their tendency to downplay a phenomenon affecting 

many of Quebec’s citizens daily. The adoption of Bill 21, a law that discriminates against individuals 



based on their religious fate, particularly Muslim women, is a perfect example of the CAQ 

government’s complete misunderstanding of the extreme negative impact of discriminatory systemic 

policies on the rights to equality and the lives of many of our co-citizens. 

QPAT stands for public education as a way to make the world better and values the role of teachers as 

change makers. That’s why I believe strongly that it is our moral duty to speak out against racism and 

discrimination and to inspire our students and communities to join in the struggle.  

It’s time to feel uncomfortable. 

Heidi Yetman 

 

 

	


